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My android phone charger won work

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from links of our choice. The final verdict of the Samsung Galaxy Note20 Ultra (view of Amazon) is the most powerful phone on this list no matter what you plan to do. Whether it's
productivity, gaming, or general media usage, it won't let you down. For 5G connectivity without breaking the bank, we like google pixel 4a 5G. It has clean software, great camera capabilities and solid specs. Jesse Hollington has been testing and reviewing smartphones and smartphone accessories for more than a decade and has been using every
smartphone and mobile platform since the early days of Palm, Symbian and Windows CE to the modern era of Apple iPhone and a whole range of Android phones from Google Nexus One to the latest Samsung devices. Lance Ulanoff is a 30-plus year industry veteran and award-winning journalist who embraces technology because computers were the size
of suitcases and online meant waiting. Previously, Lance was a Medium columnist, mashable editor-in-chief and editor-in-chief of PCMag.com. Andrew Hayward is a Chicago-based writer who has been involved in technology and video games since 2006. His experience includes smartphones, wearable gadgets, smart home devices, video games and e-
sports. He reviewed the Pixel 5 and Pixel 4a 5G, praising their excellent camera performance and clean software. He also reviewed the powerful Note20 Ultra. Ajay Kumar is technical editor at Lifewire. With ten years of experience in the consumer electronics industry, it was previously published on PCMag, where it browsed hundreds of phones, tablets and
other mobile devices. Choosing a new smartphone is not as simple as the decision between Apple's iPhones and android phone. If you choose the latter, consider that starting point: there are a huge number of phones that run the Android operating system, and differ in style, power, capabilities, manufacturer, and much more. Although it may seem difficult,
it's a really good thing. Competition has grown in quality and led to a very wide range of price ranges, with low-cost base-class phones scaling all the way to a portfolio of pummeling super-phones that have more top-notch tech than anyone might ever need. If you just want to make calls and send text messages, you don't have to spend mint on your new
smartphone. On the other hand, if you want DSLR-quality photos, an incredibly clear display and smooth 3D games, you'll have to pay for these benefits. Doing just a little research can bring big benefits. While all current Android phones provide the same kind of basic functionality, slight differences between them can significantly affect the way you use your
phone on a daily basis. Here all the key issues to keep in mind when researching a new Android smartphone, as well as the list of the largest Android manufacturers today. Each Android phone is a combination of different components, features and perks, so you'll want to make sure you get as much of your must-have as your budget allows. Here's what to
look for: Every Android phone has a screen, but some are much better than others, and some are much bigger than others. What was once thought to be a big phone or phablet just a few years ago is now at the more compact end of the scale as screens get bigger. Today, the premium Android flagship phone will typically have a screen that is 6 inches or
larger diagonally, such as a 6.2-inch Samsung Galaxy S20 display or a 6.55-inch OnePlus 7T screen. Compact smartphones are usually not much smaller than this: it is rare to see a branded Android phone with a screen smaller than 5.5 inches today. It is said that these phones are higher than in the past thanks to the proportions of 18:9 or even 20:9, so
that the phones avoid feeling too wide in the hand. Still, phones with a larger screen can be difficult to control with one hand. If possible, get your phone in your hands before buying. Besides size, the next biggest factor is screen resolution. Higher is better: many phones opt for 1080p resolution, and the resolution of the OnePlus 7T 1080x2400 means that
there are almost 2.6 million pixels in this manual display. It's very sharp. Some more expensive phones go even higher to 1440p (or Quad HD) resolution, while the pair even opt for 1920p (4K Ultra HD). On a screen that is small, however, you are unlikely to see many benefits to the 4K display. At the other end of the spectrum, however, some cheaper
phones have 720p panels with lower resolution, where text and graphics look more dipped. Some more expensive phones offer an increased screen refresh rate of 90Hz or 120Hz (60Hz is standard), which means that menus and animations look smoother, especially important for gaming. In addition, phones with OLED or AMOLED displays tend to have
bolder contrast and deeper black levels, while LCD panels usually don't look as strong. In addition, some phones offer always-on screens, which means that on the black screen when you're not actively using, you'll see details such as time, battery life, and incoming notifications. Samsung Galaxy Note10Plus runs Netflix, which bypasses the camera opening.
Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff Although this is not always correct, it is generally true that the more you spend on a new smartphone, the more computing power you get. Qualcomm Snapdragon processors are used in most of the best phones nowadays, and the Snapdragon 800 series is usually what you will find in expensive flagship phones. Now in 2020, at the
top of the line is the Snapdragon 865 chip, although some of the lingering 2019 phones are using 855 or slightly improved Snapdragon 855+. Less powerful mid-range phones use Snapdragon 600 or 700 series chips, while budget phones are to use snapdragon 400 series processors. Some manufacturers use mediatek chips with lower power, and these are
usually found in budget phones. Samsung's own Exynos processors are not used in North America, but several cheaper phones launch them, while Huawei uses its own internal Kirin chips. A powerful processor combined with a solid amount of RAM (usually 4 GB or more) and a high-quality graphics processor (GPU) usually makes a phone that feels snappy
in everyday use can easily switch between multiple applications and can run visually impressive games without slowness. Every step down from flagship to mid-range, and ultimately the budget range tends to be slower to feel phones that are less able to run the best games. As with computing power, usually you'll have better cameras, the more you spend on
your phone. Flagship Android phones today often pack several cameras with different capabilities. For example, the Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra has four rear cameras: a standard 108-megapixel wide-angle camera, a 48-megapixel photo zoom telephoto camera, a 16-megapixel ultra-wide-angle camera that's back for landscape and group photos, and a
DepthVision sensor that captures distance data to improve results. Between these four cameras, the Galaxy S20 Ultra can produce 10x hybrid optical zoom with clear results and up to 100x Super Resolution Zoom, which captures much more dipped, distant images. This is an extreme example and it is an extremely expensive phone. Still, most of today's big
flagship phones have two or three rear cameras, and even mid-range phones give two to four rear cameras. However, mid-range phones are less likely to deliver excellent results, and budget phones usually give passable results at best. However, Google Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a are an interesting exception, as they essentially carry the perfect single camera
from the flagship Pixel 3 phones to the mid-range body. Today's Android phones come with front selfie cameras, and sometimes more than one — you can also get a camera with a wider corner for group photos. These cameras are sometimes in a little notch at the top of the screen or in a punch-hole camera notch near the top, or maybe just in the black
frame bar above the screen. Several phones, such as the OnePlus 7 Pro, even have a motorized selfie camera that appears from the top of the phone when the camera app loads. All Android phones work android ... of course, right? Although this is true, there are different versions of Android. More importantly, each hardware manufacturer places its own seal
on the operating system, and therefore the interface may look or slightly different as a result. Again, it's worth getting hands-on with your Android phone before buying to make sure you like the feel and flow of a customized interface. Google's Pixel phones are running the cleanest and latest version of Android because because is the main creator of Android,
and its services are considered essential for the experience. Android 10 is the latest version of Android, although many current phones still work on the previous Android 9 Pie ... and maybe even outdated Android 8 Oreo. Each manufacturer must release their own updates to their skinned version of Android, so it can take months for the update to hit the
phone after Google releases a new base version. Almost every smartphone you buy today is equipped to provide you with a solid full day without downtime, from waking up to the moment you plug it back in before bedtime. Some phones will give you even more, such as the Motorola Moto G7 Power, which can reasonably give you two full days between
charges. However, not every phone meets its claims: for example, we found that Google's Pixel 4 XL had difficulty maintaining the whole day with all the default features. Many top-notch phones offer wireless charging features in addition to wired charging, which means you can place the glass on the back of your phone on a wireless charging pad to
recharge your internal battery. This is usually a slower process, but it is also very convenient. Some phones also offer a feature called reverse wireless charging, which means you can put another wirelessly charged phone on the back to share some of your battery. Some accessories, such as wireless earphone cases, can also be charged on the back of
these phones. Please note that removable batteries are very rare in today's smartphones. One rare example that is available for purchase in North America is the budget-friendly Nokia 2.2. The new Google Pixel 4. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff The amount of internal storage available on your phone determines how many apps and files you can carry with you.
Many higher-end phones start with about 128 GB of internal storage, which is quite a significant amount to play with. Larger capacity versions can be available for more money, such as 256GB or 512GB, if you plan to transfer multiple local music or video files or want to download several mobile games. Cheaper phones can only come with 32GB or 64GB of
internal storage, which limits the amount of data you can carry with you. Fortunately, many phones allow you to expand the memory with small microSD memory cards, which are quite affordable and easy to acquire. However, some phones don't allow external storage, such as OnePlus and Google Pixel phones. You'll find the fingerprint sensor on almost
every Android smartphone today, but some of them are not immediately visible. Most of them are located on the back where the finger indicator normally rests, but some are placed in the power button on the right side of the phone. Some higher-end phones, such as the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 and OnePlus 7 Pro, place their fingerprints in the screen itself.
They are not always as fast and reliable as traditional sensors. Samsung's ultrasonic sensors in its expensive Galaxy Galaxy have been somewhat spotty in recognizing the finger to unlock the phone, while the optical sensors seen in OnePlus phones, for example, are quite fast. Many phones also offer face unlock features, but if they have a standard 2D
front camera, it's not a very secure system — it can be easily tricked by an attacker. On the other hand, Google Pixel 4 phones have 3D face scanning equipment resembling an iPhone, which is more precise and secure than regular 2D cameras. Some phones also offer an additional layer of security that allows you to remotely erase data from them if they
are lost or stolen. Not every phone is compatible with any mobile service, so if you're buying a phone online or otherwise not directly from your phone provider, make sure it works. AT&amp;T and T-Mobile use GSM technology for their services, while Verizon and Sprint rely on CDMA technology. Some phones are unlocked and can be compatible with both
mobile bands, while others are specific to some operators or bands. In addition, only some phones are compatible with a higher speed 5G mobile service, which is still a brand new feature. More and more phones will support 5G in the coming months as it gradually replaces 4G LTE as a mobile standard, and carriers are constantly expanding their service
maps so you can access 5G speeds in more places. The 3.5mm headphone port seems like a very standard feature, but more and more high-end phones have been skipping this feature in recent years - the Galaxy S20, Pixel 4 and OnePlus 7T don't have a headphone port. So the choice is to either use bluetooth wireless headphones or use a USB-C-to-
3.5mm key adapter, which may or may not come from your phone. Interestingly, it's cheaper mid-range and budget phones that usually still keep the classic headphone port intact. This is a strange example of paying less and more in the world of phones. Most smartphones have a well-known design with a large touch display, but recently we have seen more
experiments with foldable smartphones. The Samsung Galaxy Z Flip and the new Motorola Razr are modern smartphones that re-imagine the classic flip-phone design, while the Samsung Galaxy Fold has a small external screen and a 7.3in tablet size display from the inside. All these phones are much more expensive than typical smartphones, so you will
pay extra for an unusual, experimental design. Samsung Galaxy Note10+ and Note10. Lifewire / Lance Ulanoff Many different companies are making Android devices, but when it comes to high-quality smartphones in 2020, these are brands you need to know: Samsung: Samsung is the most popular Android manufacturer in western markets and is well
known for its galaxy smartphone line and package Application. Currently, the Galaxy S20 is the company's primary flagship phone, with larger variants of the Galaxy S20+ and Galaxy S20 Ultra available. The company also manufactures the Galaxy Note 10, which pop-up stylus. Samsung also has mid-range phones, such as the Galaxy A50, and produces
experimental phones such as the Galaxy Fold and Galaxy Z Flip. Google: Google is the main company behind Android itself and is a manufacturer of various Pixel phones. At the time of writing, pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL are flagship phones, while last year's Pixel 3a and Pixel 3a XL are cheaper alternatives made of plastic and less powerful processors. Pixel
phones provide the cleanest, clean Android experience available, while other developers customize and skin their Android versions. OnePlus: OnePlus has emerged as a manufacturer of flagship phones - that is, phones that are as powerful as more expensive models, but can trim several features or components to save hundreds of dollars. Currently, the
OnePlus 7T is the company's primary phone, while the more expensive OnePlus 7 Pro has a higher resolution screen along with a motorized selfie camera that appears from the top of the phone if needed. Motorola: Motorola has existed for centuries, but lately has focused almost entirely on budget and mid-range phones. Its Moto G phones are typically
reliable cheap phones, while different Motorola One mid-range models have different styles and perks between them. Motorola has also made several Moto Z phones with magnetic snap-on accessories, and the new Razr foldable smartphone is a nostalgic return to the classic flip phone. Sony: Sony phones have belatedly covered super-high 21:9 displays.
The Xperia 1 (with a 4K screen) and the slightly smaller Xperia 5 are expensive flagship phones, while the Xperia 10 is a more budget-friendly alternative. LG: LG's latest phones have included various tricks to try to stand out, including the LG G8X ThinQ, which has a detachable second full-size screen, and the LG G8 ThinQ with inconsistent Air Motion
gestures. LG also manufactures affordable phones, including the LG Stylo 5 packing stylus. Nokia: Once an exclusive manufacturer of Windows Phones, Nokia now makes many Android phones, most of which are budget and mid-range models. Nokia 7.1, Nokia 6.1 and Nokia 4.2 are on our list of the best budget smartphones for less than $300 in 2020.
Nokia's newest flagship phone is the Nokia 9 PureView, which has five rear cameras. Huawei: Huawei manufactures high-end phones such as the P40 Pro and Mate 30 Pro, which have impressive multi-camera configurations, along with budget phones under the Honor brand. However, due to problems with the U.S. government, huawei's new phones can
no longer have Google services and apps (including the Play Store to download apps) and they are no longer widely available in the United States. Any Android phone on the market can perform basic tasks related to making calls, sending text messages and emails, browsing the internet and playing apps and games, but a large gap in quality and capabilities
between them. More expensive phones tend to pack better improve performance and extra perks, but we don't recommend throwing money at a lavish phone without doing research, reading reviews, and best getting hands-on time to see if you like the feel and experience of using your phone. For many users, a good quality mid-range phone, such as google
pixel 3a, Samsung Galaxy A50 or Motorola Moto G7, can meet your needs. You need to consider whether features like extra power, glossy screens, and enhanced camera capabilities are really worth the extra release. Be sure to check out our constantly updated list of the best Android smartphones above and keep an eye out for reviews of the latest and
best. Largest.
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